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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
NOVEL STRONGLY COUPLED MAGNETIC RESONANT SYSTEMS 
by 
Daerhan Liu 
Florida International University, 2018 
Miami, Florida  
Professor Stavros Georgakopoulos, Major Professor 
Wireless power transfer (WPT) technologies have become important for our 
everyday life. The most commonly used near-field WPT method is inductive coupling, 
which suffers from low efficiency and small range. The Strongly Coupled Magnetic 
Resonance (SCMR) method was developed recently, and it can be used to wirelessly 
transfer power with higher efficiency over a longer distance than the inductive coupling 
method.  
This dissertation develops new SCMR systems that have better performance 
compared to standard SCMR systems. Specifically, two new 3-D SCMR systems are 
designed to improve the angular misalignment sensitivity of WPT systems. Their power 
transfer efficiency for different angular misalignment positions are studied and analyzed. 
Prototypes are built for both systems and their performance is validated through 
measurement. Furthermore, new planar broadband conformal SCMR (CSCMR) systems 
are developed that maintain high efficiency while providing significantly larger 
bandwidth than standard CSCMR systems. Such broadband CSCMR systems are used 
here for the first time to simultaneously accomplish highly efficient wireless power 
transfer and high data rate communication through the same wireless link. These systems 
vii 
 
that combine wireless power and communication are expected to enable next-generation 
applications with battery-less and “power-hungry” sensors. Example applications include 
implantable and wearable sensors as well as embedded sensors for structural health 
monitoring.  
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Advances in wireless communication and semiconductor technology have enabled 
a wide variety of portable consumer electronic, medical and industrial devices, such as 
electric vehicles [1], RFID [2] [3], implanted medical devices (IMD) [4], and mobile 
devices [5]. However, users are still required to manually plug in these mobile devices to 
charge, thereby limiting their mobility and disrupting use when charging is required. 
Furthermore, as portable devices reduce in size, connectors occupy a larger fraction of 
the system size. Wireless power offers the possibility of connector-free electronic devices, 
which could improve both size and reliability. Also, it is essential for embedded (i.e., 
concrete sensors), implantable (i.e., pacemakers) and wearable sensors (i.e., pulse 
monitor) to be powered wirelessly to extend their lifetime as well as enhance mobility 
and functionality.  
Previously, the main technology for near-field wireless power transfer was 
inductive coupling. However, this method can only achieve high efficiency when the 
transmitting distance is very small, which limits its applications significantly. Recently, 
the Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) method was introduced, which can 
transmit power with high efficiency at relatively larger distance [6-8]. An important 
advantage of SCMR method is that it is a non-radiative field method, which means that 
most of the power that is not harvested by the receiving coil remains bound to the vicinity 
of the transmitting unit and it is not radiated into the environment. Another advantage of 
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SCMR is that it is safer for humans, as it relies on magnetic near-fields which interact 
very weakly with biological tissues [9]. This makes SCMR a superior technology over 
inductive coupling methods and opens up a lot more possibilities for various applications.  
However, since SCMR is a relatively new technology, studies are still being done 
on how to optimize the configurations and performance of SCMR systems. Most SCMR 
systems are designed with loops or coils, which result in high angular misalignment 
sensitivity. Therefore, novel SCMR topologies are needed to address this problem. 
Specifically, two new 3-D SCMR systems will be developed in order to achieve angular 
misalignment insensitivity and their performance will be compared to the one of standard 
SCMR systems.  
In the last few decades, wireless sensors have been widely adopted in numerous 
applications [10-13]. However, wireless sensors are still mostly powered by batteries 
which impose strict limitations on the lifetime of the sensors. WPT systems that can 
wirelessly power embedded and implantable sensors will be beneficial for a variety of 
applications, eliminating the need for batteries. Moreover, combining wireless power 
transfer and data communication is a unique and efficient way to accomplish near-field 
power and communication through the same wireless link. That is achieved by 
developing planar broadband CSCMR systems that can support high data rate 
communication. 
1.2 Research Objectives and Contributions 
Previous work has been performed on improving various aspects of SCMR 
systems. However, there is limited research on improving the angular misalignment 
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sensitivity of SCMR systems. Therefore, the first goal of this research is to develop new 
SCMR systems that are misalignment insensitive. Misalignment insensitive WPT systems 
provide better mobility to the user as they can constantly transfer power to a moving 
receiver. Most WPT systems use planar structures and cannot transmit power when the 
transmitter and receiver are perpendicular to each other (i.e., in this case their efficiency 
drops to zero). Ideally, a misalignment insensitive system should provide a constant 
power across all 360° of angular misalignment. 
The second part of this dissertation is to develop a broadband planar conformal 
SCMR system and transfer power and data simultaneously. This system is not only 
broadband but also easy to manufacture. Broadband SCMR systems can be used to 
wirelessly send power and data through the same link. Backscattering modulation is used 
here to achieve high-data rate communication and enable the development of the first 
battery-less sensors that simultaneously receive their power and transmit their data 
through the same wireless link. 
1.3 Methodology 
For all our designs, analytical methods are used to design the optimal models. 
Then the performance of the SCMR systems is optimized by simulation tools, such as, 
ANSYS HFSS and Designer. Furthermore, prototypes are built to validate the 
performance of our designs. All measurements are performed using a Vector Network 
Analyzer (VNA). First, in order to have a design that is misalignment insensitive, 3-D 
designs are developed, since planar structures have zero efficiency when the transmitter 
and receiver are perpendicular to each other. By using a 3-D structure, e.g., a spherical 
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structure formed by continuous orthogonal loops, or a cylindrical structure, the system 
can achieve misalignment insensitivity. Specifically, angular misalignment sensitivity is 
improved with two spherical structures serving as transmitter and receiver, while a 
cylindrical structure is able to accomplish misalignment insensitivity with a conformal 
structure serving as a transmitter or receiver. Comparison between the proposed designs 
and conventional SCMR systems will be also made.  
Second, planar broadband CSCMR systems are developed. These CSCMR 
systems are used to wirelessly send power and data simultaneously. An RF-to-DC circuit 
utilizing a bridge rectifier is used to harvest the RF power. Backscattering modulation is 
used as the modulation scheme and an envelope detector is used as demodulator. The 
system performance is simulated in Advanced Design System (ADS) and validated 
through measurements.  
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature 
of Wireless Power Transfer and Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonant Systems. In 
Chapter 3, the design and performance of the first misalignment insensitive WPT systems 
are presented, which are based on two orthogonally connected copper wire structures. In 
Chapter 4, the second misalignment insensitive system is presented, which is based on a 
cylindrical structure. In Chapter 5, broadband CSCMR systems are developed based and 
it is integrated with a backscattering modulator. With these systems, wireless and battery-
less sensors are possible. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions of this dissertation. 
Suggestions for future research are also discussed in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
In this chapter, we review existing literature related to the issues involved in 
Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) and Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance 
(SCMR). Several WPT methods are presented and compared in Section 2.1. The recent 
methods that used SCMR technology are described in detail in Section 2.2.  
2.1 Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) Techniques 
The advances of wireless power technology have been applied across a broad 
spectrum of applications nowadays [14-16]. The portable electronic devices (e.g., mobile 
phones, laptops), electric vehicles, embedded sensors and biomedical implant devices 
need instantaneous or continuous energy [17-18]. The traditional powering wires or bulky 
batteries are heavy and expensive to operate.  
Wireless powering was first proposed by Nikola Tesla, whose goal was to 
distribute power wirelessly to the entire earth from his Wardenclyffe Tower [1-3] via an 
electric field in 1901. Due to a lack of funds and techniques, his experiment was not 
finished. In 1964, William C. Brown proposed the first wireless power transfer scheme 
via microwave beams [14]. In 1970, Peter Glaser conceived that space solar energy could 
be converted into electrical energy, which would be transferred via microwaves [19-20]. 
In the late 1970s, the WPT technique via radiative EM wave for long-distance attracted 
interest in industrial, telecommunication, and medical applications [21-23]. Later, in the 
early 21st century, non-radiative wireless power techniques via EM inductive coupling 
were developed greatly [24-28]. In 2007, the Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance 
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(SCMR) method was discovered by a team of MIT scientists [6] who in their original 
experiment transferred 60 watts of power at a distance of 200 cm to illuminate a light 
bulb [4]. Later, this technique was extended to power multiple devices simultaneously in 
air, and 60% efficiency was reported for a distance of 200 cm [24].  
2.2 Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) 
Recently, the Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) method was 
introduced, which is based on resonant inductive coupling. SCMR can achieve highly 
efficient wireless power transfer to larger distances [2-7]. The SCMR method works in 
mid-range, i.e., 10-300 cm. Compared to traditional WPT methods based on inductive 
coupling, the SCMR method is based on high resonant coupling, which is more efficient 
and reliable over distance, flexible in orientations and easy to simultaneously power 
multiple devices [6], [45].  
2.2.1 Basic Principle of SCMR System 
A standard SCMR system is shown in Fig. 2.1 and it consists of the following: (a) 
a transmitter with one source loop, where the excitation is connected, and a TX resonator 
coil or loop, and (b) a receiver with one load loop, where the load is connected, and an 
RX resonator coil or loop. In order for SCMR to achieve high WPT efficiency, the TX 
and RX resonators must resonate at the same frequency, which is also the frequency 
where the resonators naturally exhibit the highest Q-factor. It is this condition indeed that 
enables SCMR to achieve WPT efficiencies that are significantly greater than inductively 
coupled or resonant inductively coupled systems. This has been confirmed in [22] where 
three types of WPT systems of the same size and operating frequency were compared, 
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namely: (a) a non-resonant inductively coupled system, (b) a resonant inductively 
coupled system, and (c) an SCMR system. The equivalent circuit of an SCMR system is 
shown in Fig. 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.1.  Schematic of standard SCMR system. 
 
Figure 2.2.  Equivalent circuit of an SCMR system. 
In Fig. 2.2, RS and RL are the internal resistances of the input and output ports, 
respectively; RS', R1, R2 and RL' are the total resistances of the source loop, TX resonator, 
RX resonator, and load loop, respectively; LS, L1, L2 and LL are the corresponding 
inductances of these loops; C1 and C2 are the external capacitors connected to the TX and 
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RX resonator loops; KS1, K12 and K2L are the coupling coefficients between the loops. The 
input and output ports are shown in Fig. 2.2 as port 1 and port 2, respectively. The source 
loop delivers power to the TX resonator through inductive coupling, and the RX 
resonator delivers power to the load loop through inductive coupling. Then, the TX 
resonator efficiently transfers power to the RX resonator over large distances by 
satisfying the SCMR condition (i.e., both TX and RX resonators resonate at the same 
frequency, where their Q-factor is naturally maximum). The size of the resonators of an 
SCMR system is determined by the frequency where the Q-factor is maximum. The 
frequency where the Q-factor of a loop is maximum can be written as [34]: 
8/7 1/7 1/7
0
max 2/7 11/7 2/7 6/74 15 c
c
f
r r
 



                                            (2.1) 
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, ρ is the loop’s material resistivity, rc is the 
cross-sectional radius of the loop, and r is the radius of the loop. In order to design a 
proper SCMR system that operates at a certain frequency, f0, with high efficiency, the 
following equation must be satisfied:  
0 maxf f                                                                 (2.2) 
Based on (2.1) and (2.2), the radii of the TX and RX resonator loops are equal to: 
4/3 1/6 1/6
0
7/6 1/3 11/6 1/3 7/6
04  15 c
c
r
r f
 

                                                   (2.3) 
In order to form resonant TX and RX loops, a lumped capacitor must be 
connected on each of these loops. This capacitor can be calculated using the following 
formula: 
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                                                      (2.4) 
 
2
max
1
2
C
f L
                                                             (2.5) 
where L is the equivalent inductance of each TX and RX loop. Therefore, the TX/RX 
resonators can be designed using (2.2)-(2.5). The source and load coils in all of our 
designs are scaled versions (i.e., have same geometrical shape) of the TX and RX 
resonator coils. Therefore, the scaling factor that scales the TX (or RX) resonator coil to 
the source (or load) resonator coil is the only parameter that needs to be determined once 
the TX and RX resonators are designed. ANSYS HFSS is used to optimize this scaling 
factor in order to achieve optimal power transfer efficiency. Based on our design 
experience and simulation results, the size of the source and load coils is typically 1/2 to 
3/5 of the resonator size. It has been shown by several papers [41], [51] that the typical 
distance at which an SCMR system exhibits maximum efficiency is approximately equal 
to the diameter of the TX and RX resonators. 
2.2.2 Power Transfer Efficiency of SCMR System 
In order to quantify SCMR system power transfer efficiency, the transducer 
power gain is used since it accounts for both source and load mismatches. The transducer 
power gain is defined as the ratio of power delivered to the load to the power available 
from the source. The entire SCMR WPT system is considered as a two-port network. In 
order to better understand the power gain definition, this two-port network with source 
and load impedance is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3.  A two-port network for SCMR system with source and load impedance. 
The transducer power gain can be defined in terms of S-parameters per [31] as 
follows: 
  2 2 221
2 2
22
1 1
1 1
S L
L
T
avs S in L
SP
G
P S
   
 
   
                                   (2.6) 
where PL is the power delivered to the load, and Pavs is the power available from the 
source. With reference to Fig. 4, the reflection coefficient seen looking toward the source 
is: 
0
0
S
S
S
Z Z
Z Z

 

                                                            (2.7) 
while the reflection coefficient seen looking toward the load is: 
0
0
L
L
L
Z Z
Z Z

 

                                                            (2.8) 
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance reference for the scattering parameters of the 
two-port network. The mismatch corresponding to the input impedance of the terminated 
two-port network is given by the reflection coefficient    , and it is defined as 
12 21
11
221
L
in
L
S S
S
S

  
 
                                                (2.9) 
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We assume in all our designs that the source and load impedances are 50 Ω, 
which, according to (2.7) and (2.8), makes , and reduces (6) to GT=|S21|
2. 
Therefore, in this paper, the power transfer efficiency, η, of all our designs is equal to GT 
and it is defined as 
2
21S                                                          (2.10) 
The efficiency of our prototypes is measured using a vector network analyzer and 
it is based on the S-parameters. Specifically, ports 1 and 2 of the network analyzer are 
connected to the transmitter and receiver, respectively, and the S-parameters are 
measured. Then, the data of the measured efficiency is calculated by directly 
programming the equation |   |
  on the network analyzer. 
We assume the input and output impedances are matched to 50Ω. However, in 
certain cases, the input and output impedances may not be 50 Ω. Some recent studies 
have provided insight on optimizing the total system efficiency that includes the effects 
of the power amplifier and rectifier [55] [56]. This paper concentrates on examining the 
misalignment performance of the proposed cylindrical systems. The optimization flow 
described in our paper including equations (2.1)-(2.5) is still consistent for imbalanced 
impedance situations since this flow derives designs that satisfy the fundamental 
condition for SCMR systems to exhibit maximum efficiency, i.e., the TX and RX 
resonators must resonate at the same frequency, which is also the frequency where the 
resonators naturally exhibit the highest Q-factor. In the case of imbalanced impedance, 
different approaches, which improve the performance of the entire system, can be 
followed. For example, a matching network can be used between the WPT elements and 
0S L   
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the amplifier and/or rectifier. Also, in cases where the designer chooses a reference 
impedance that is different than 50Ω, the following process can be used to convert the 
measured and/or simulated S-parameters based on 50 Ω reference to another impedance. 
First, convert the S-parameters based on 50 Ω reference (Z0 = 50 Ω) to Z-parameters 
using the equations shown in Table 2.1. Second, set Z0 to the new reference impedance 
and convert the Z-parameters to the new S-parameters for the new reference impedance 
using the equations shown in Table 2.2 [57]. 
Table 2.1.  Conversion of S-Parameters to Z-Parameters 
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Z0 is the reference impedance 
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Table 2.2.  Conversion of Z-Parameters to S-Parameters 
S11 
 
S12 
 
S21 
 
S22 
 
 
Z0 is the reference impedance 
2.2.2 Misalignment Analysis 
Even though SCMR exhibits higher efficiency than inductive coupling, its 
performance is highly sensitive to the alignment between the transmitter and receiver 
elements. An optimization technique for improving the efficiency of SCMR systems 
under lateral misalignment was presented in [33]. Specifically, 48.4% efficiency was 
achieved by using an adaptive matching network. However, no solution for angular 
misalignment was proposed in [33]. Also, the effects of few misalignment angles on 
SCMR’s efficiency were examined in [34] and [35]. However, the main focus of [34] and 
[35] was to study multiple transmitter/receiver WPT systems and their misalignment 
analysis was very limited. Analytical formulations for the power transfer efficiency of 
inductive links under lateral and angular coil misalignment were presented in [36]. Two 
novel SCMR topologies were proposed in [37] but their efficiency was only studied for a 
maximum angular misalignment of 90°. Furthermore, analytical models for SCMR that 
11 0 22 0 12 21(Z Z )(Z Z ) Z Z
Z
  

12 02Z Z
Z
21 02Z Z
Z
11 0 22 0 12 21(Z Z )(Z Z ) Z Z
Z
  

11 0 22 0 12 21(Z Z )(Z Z ) ZZ Z    
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incorporate misalignment effects were presented in [38]. SCMR’s radial and angular 
misalignment sensitivity were examined by [39] and [40], respectively. SCMR’s angular 
misalignment sensitivity was decreased through the use of tuning circuits but high 
efficiency was not achieved above 60° of misalignment rotation.  An omnidirectional 
wireless power transfer method that utilizes current phase shifting between power inputs 
was studied in [41]. However, the requirement of different current control in three 
separated source loops can be difficult to implement in practice. Further investigation of 
this method can also be found in [42]. Angular misalignment was also examined in [43] 
that reconfigured the WPT system using switching between different-size source loops 
and load loops thereby increasing the complexity of the WPT system and making its 
practical implementation difficult. A new misalignment insensitive SCMR system, which 
exhibits no nulls in power transfer efficiency in the azimuth plane, was presented in [44]. 
However, such a system requires three-dimensional elements for both transmitter and 
receiver, which in some applications cannot be easily implemented. Researches have 
been done on misalignment insensitive wireless power transfer systems [65-70]. Most 
common method they use is utilizing two orthogonal separated loops as transmitter and 
two separated power input is needed. Voltage controlled phase shifter is used to control 
the two power inputs to make sure they are 180° phase different. Even though this 
method is valid, the requirement of two separated power input is not ideal. Also, the 
addition of voltage controlled phase shifter adds to the complexity of the system. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MISALIGNMENT SENSITIVITY OF STRONGLY COUPLED WIRELESS POWER 
TRANSFER SYSTEMS 
In this chapter, the design of 3-D misalignment insensitive Strongly Coupled 
Magnetic Resonant Systems are studied. Its misalignment performances in azimuth and 
elevation plane as well as in lateral are studied and compared to previous SCMR designs. 
The misalignment analysis of standard and conformal SCMR is described in Section 3.1. 
The proposed 3-D misalignment insensitive SCMR system is presented in Section 3.2, 
which achieves misalignment insensitivity throughout the 360° angular azimuth rotation. 
The comparison among all the designs presented previously is discussed in Section 3.3. 
This novel structured SCMR system offers no null performance for the entire angular 
azimuth misalignment, which is hugely improved upon previous wireless power system 
designs. However, due to the fact that both the transmitter and receiver have to be 3-D in 
this case, there is room for improvement in the future. 
3.1 Misalignment Analysis of Standard and Conformal SCMR Systems 
The WPT systems proposed in this paper are based on the Strongly Coupled 
Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) method [6].  A typical SCMR system is shown in Fig. 3.1 
and it consists of the following: (a) a transmitter with one source loop where the 
excitation is connected and a TX resonator coil or loop, and (b) a receiver with one load 
loop where the load is connected and an RX resonator coil or loop. In order for SCMR to 
achieve high WPT efficiency the TX and RX resonators must resonate at the same 
frequency, which also is the frequency where the resonators naturally exhibit the highest 
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Q-factor. It is this condition indeed that enables SCMR to achieve WPT efficiencies that 
are significantly larger than standard two loops or coils inductively coupled or resonant 
inductively coupled systems. This has been confirmed in [24] where three types of WPT 
systems of the same size and operating frequency were compared, namely: (a) a non-
resonant inductively coupled system, (b) a resonant inductively coupled system, and (c) 
an SCMR system. The equivalent circuit of an SCMR system is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.1.  Schematic of standard SCMR system. 
 
Figure 3.2.  Equivalent circuit of an SCMR system. 
In Fig. 3.2, RS and RL are respectively the internal resistances of the input and 
output ports; RS', R1, R2 and RL' are the total resistances of the source loop, TX resonator, 
RX resonator, and load loop, respectively; LS, L1, L2 and LL are the corresponding 
inductances of these loops; C1 and C2 are the external capacitors connected to the TX and 
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RX resonator loops; KS1, K12 and K2L are the coupling coefficients between the loops. 
Also, the input and output ports are shown in Fig. 3.2. The source loop delivers power to 
the TX resonator through inductive coupling, and similarly the RX resonator delivers 
power to the load loop through inductive coupling. The TX resonator efficiently transfers 
power to the RX resonator over large distances by satisfying the SCMR condition (i.e., 
both TX and RX resonators resonate at the same frequency where their Q-factor is 
naturally maximum). The frequency where the Q-factor of a loop is maximum can be 
written as [25]: 
8/7 1/7 1/7
0
max 2/7 11/7 2/7 6/74 15 c
c
f
r r
 



                                                 (3.1) 
where 𝜇0 is the permeability of free space, ρ is the loop’s material resistivity, rc is the 
cross-sectional radius of the loop, and r is the radius of the loop. In order to design a 
proper SCMR system that operates at a certain frequency, f0, with high efficiency, the 
following equation must be satisfied:  
0 maxf f                                                               (3.2) 
Based on (3.1) and (3.2), the radii of the TX and RX resonator loops are equal to: 
4/3 1/6 1/6
0
7/6 1/3 11/6 1/3 7/6
04  15 c
c
r
r f
 

                                                    (3.3) 
In order to form resonant TX and RX loops, a lumped capacitor must be 
connected on each of these loops. This capacitor can be calculated using the following 
formula: 
0
8
ln 2
c
r
L r
r

  
   
   
                                                        (3.4) 
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f L
                                                           (3.5) 
where L is the inductance of each TX and RX loop. Therefore, the TX/RX resonators can 
be designed using (3.2)-(3.5). The source and load coils in all of our designs are scaled 
versions (i.e., have same geometrical shape) of the TX and RX resonator coils. Therefore, 
the scaling factor that scales the TX (or RX) resonator coil to the source (or load) 
resonator coil is the only parameter that needs to be determined once the TX and RX 
resonators are designed. ANSYS HFSS is used to optimize this scaling factor in order to 
achieve optimal power transfer efficiency. Based on our design experience and 
simulation results, the size of the source and load coils is typically 3/5 of the resonator 
size. It has been shown by several papers [7], [20] that the typical distance at which an 
SCMR system exhibits maximum efficiency is approximately equal to the diameter of the 
TX and RX resonators. 
Coil orientation and alignment are critical in the design of efficient SCMR 
systems. In fact, conventional SCMR systems exhibit high sensitivity to angular 
misalignment. In Fig. 3.3, a typical standard SCMR system is shown along with the 
definition of azimuth and elevation misalignment angles. In Fig. 3.3, ℓ1 is the distance 
between the source element and the TX resonator, ℓ2 is the distance between the TX and 
RX resonators, and ℓ3 is the distance between the RX resonator and the load element. In 
what follows, we explain the different types of misalignment cases that are critical for the 
performance of SCMR-based WPT systems. 
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For the angular azimuth and elevation misalignment studies presented here, the 
source loop and transmitter resonator stay still while the load loop and RX resonator are 
simultaneously rotated together around the transmitter. 
A. Angular azimuth misalignment  
In this case, the RX system (RX resonator and load element) rotates in the xy-
plane around the z-axis from  = 0° to 360°, while the TX system (TX resonator and 
source element) is fixed. 
B. Angular elevation misalignment  
In this case, the RX system is rotated in the yz-plane (i.e., elevation plane) from   
= 0° to 360° around x-axis, while the TX system is fixed. 
 
Figure 3.3.  SCMR system illustrating azimuth and elevation misalignment angles, φ and 
θ, respectively. 
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C. Lateral misalignment 
In this case, the RX system is misaligned by moving it parallel to the TX system 
while the distance between the planes of the RX and TX systems, ℓ2, is kept constant. The 
lateral misalignment offset distance, D, is shown in Fig. 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4.  SCMR system with lateral misalignment. 
Fig. 3.5(a) shows a standard SCMR system whereas our proposed novel SCMR 
systems, which are less sensitive to misalignment, are shown in Figs. 3.5(b)-3.5(d). The 
performance of these SCMR systems is examined in this section for the different 
misalignment conditions described in Section II. All the simulations in this paper were 
performed using version 16.0.0 of ANSYS HFSS [26] and Designer [27]. All SCMR 
resonators examined below were designed to resonate at the frequency where their Q-
factor is maximum, which was accomplished by using analytical equations for the 
standard loops and simulations for the proposed 3-D loops. 
ℓ2
ℓ1
ℓ3
D
Axis of RX Axis of TX
RX System
TX System
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                                            (a)                                                 (b) 
                   
                                         (c)                                                 (d) 
Figure 3.5.  Different SCMR systems. (a) Standard SCMR with parallel loops elements. 
(b) Conformal SCMR. (c) 3-D SCMR. (d) Hybrid SCMR. 
The entire WPT system is considered as a two-port network. It is assumed in all 
our designs that the source and load impedances are 50 Ω. Therefore, in this paper, the 
following quantity is defined as  
GT  = Matched Transducer Power Gain = |   |
                             (3.6) 
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in order to compare the performance of different SCMR systems. Also, the quantity of 
angle range is defined, as the total range of angles for which the GT is above a specified 
level. In addition, the new quantity of lateral range is defined, as the maximum lateral 
misalignment distance for which the GT is above a specified level.   
The gain GT of our prototypes is measured using network analyzer based on the S-
parameters. Ports 1 and 2 of the network analyzer are connected to the transmitter and the 
receiver, respectively and the S-parameters are measured. Then the data of the measured 
GT are obtained by programming directly the equation |   |
  on the network analyzer. 
3.1.1 Standard SCMR 
First, the performance of the conventional SCMR topology, which is shown in 
Fig. 3.5(a), is examined under different misalignment conditions. For angular azimuth 
rotation, the RX system rotates in the xy-plane around the z-axis, while the TX system is 
fixed. For angular elevation rotation, the RX system is rotated in the yz-plane around x-
axis, while the TX system is fixed. 
A standard SCMR system was designed for optimal performance following the 
equations presented in [25], and its prototype is shown in Fig. 3.6. The specifications of 
this SCMR system are as follows: the radius of the four loops is r1 = 50mm and their 
cross-sectional radius is rc = 2.2mm; ℓ1 = ℓ3 = 23 mm, and ℓ2 = 120 mm. An 18 pF 
capacitor is needed to achieve maximum GT, and the operating frequency is 85.7 MHz.  
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Figure 3.6.  Prototype of standard SCMR system. 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.7.  GT of the standard SCMR system of Fig. 5(a) under different misalignment 
conditions. (a) Angular azimuth misalignment. (b) Angular elevation misalignment. (c) 
Lateral misalignment. 
Fig. 3.7 shows the simulated and measured GT of this standard SCMR system 
under the different misalignment conditions described in Section II. Fig. 3.7 clearly 
demonstrates the high sensitivity of conventional SCMR systems on the angular 
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misalignment between TX and RX systems. Also, it can be seen that |   |
  drops rapidly 
for lateral misalignment distances that are greater than 40 mm. In what follows, the angle 
range and lateral range are reported based on the measured data. The results of Fig. 3.7 
illustrate that SCMR’s angle range for a |   |
  level, which is set at 60% of its maximum, 
is 102° for both azimuth and elevation misalignment. The angle range for a |   |
  level, 
which is set at 30% of its maximum, is 278° for both azimuth and elevation misalignment. 
The lateral range for a |   |
  level, which is set at 30% of its maximum, is 78 mm. Also 
the GT of this standard SCMR system exhibits two nulls at misalignment angles (azimuth 
or elevation) of 75° and 285°. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the range of this system.  
 
Figure 3.8.  GT of standard SCMR vs. distance. 
3.1.2 Conformal SCMR (CSCMR) 
The misalignment sensitivity of Conformal SCMR (CSCMR) system is studied 
here. For angular azimuth rotation, the RX system rotates in the xy-plane around the z-
axis, while the TX system is fixed. For angular elevation rotation, the RX system is 
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rotated in the yz-plane around x-axis, while the TX system is fixed. In a CSCMR system, 
the source loop and load loop are embedded into the TX and RX resonators, respectively. 
Therefore, the source loop is coplanar with the TX resonator and the load loop is coplanar 
with the RX resonator (see Fig. 3.9). A standard SCMR system requires a separation 
between the source and the TX resonator as well as between the load and the RX 
resonator. Therefore, standard SCMR systems occupy significant volume and cannot be 
easily implemented in various applications. On the other hand, a conformal SCMR 
system has a source loop that is concentric and coplanar with the TX resonator (as well as 
a load loop that is concentric and coplanar with the RX resonator). Therefore, CSCMR 
systems are easier to implement for small devices. Furthermore, CSCMR is less sensitive 
to misalignment as our results will show in this section. 
A CSCMR system is designed (see Fig. 3.10) with the following specifications: 
TX and RX resonators have a radius of 50 mm and a cross-sectional radius of 2.2 mm; 
the source and load loops have a radius of 30 mm and a cross-sectional radius of 0.8 mm; 
the distance between the TX and RX resonators is 120 mm. A 22 pF capacitor is 
connected to both TX and RX resonators in order for this system to operate at 76.2 MHz. 
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Figure 3.9.  Schematic of conformal SCMR system. 
 
Figure 3.10.  Prototype of conformal SCMR system. 
Fig. 3.11 illustrates the GT of this CSCMR system for different misalignment 
conditions. Fig. 3.11 shows that the GT exhibits two nulls at 90° and 270° of azimuth or 
elevation misalignment. Furthermore, as the misalignment angle (azimuth or elevation) 
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increases from 90° and 270° (null-to-null) CSCMR’s GT increases from zero to its 
maximum and then reduces back to zero; this is an improvement compared to the 
performance of standard SCMR.  Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3.7, as the misalignment 
angle (azimuth or elevation) increases from 75° and 285° (null-to-null) standard SCMR’s 
GT increases from zero to only half of its maximum and then reduces back to zero. 
Therefore, by comparing Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.7, it can be concluded that CSCMR is less 
sensitive to azimuth and elevation misalignment than standard SCMR. Also, the results in 
Fig. 3.11 illustrate that CSCMR is reversible (i.e., operates with the same GT when it is 
rotated in the azimuth or elevation plane by 180°) whereas standard SCMR is not. This 
occurs due to the geometrical symmetry of CSCMR systems. 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.11.  GT of CSCMR system of Fig. 5(b) under different misalignment conditions. 
(a) Angular azimuth misalignment. (b) Angular elevation misalignment. (c) Lateral 
misalignment. 
In what follows, the angle range and lateral range are reported based on the 
measured data. The angle range of this CSCMR system for a |   |
  level, which is set at 
60% of its maximum, is 248° for both azimuth and elevation misalignment and is 
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significantly larger than the one (i.e., 102°) of standard SCMR. Also, the angle range of 
this CSCMR system for a |   |
  level, which is set at 30% of its maximum, is 294° for 
both azimuth and elevation misalignment and is larger than the one (i.e., 278°) of 
standard SCMR. Furthermore, the lateral range for a |   |
  level, which is set at 30% of 
its maximum, is 92 mm, and it is larger than the one (i.e., 78 mm) of standard SCMR. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that CSCMR is also less sensitive to lateral misalignment 
than standard SCMR. The GT of this conformal SCMR system exhibits two nulls at 
misalignment angles of 90° and 270°. Finally, the range of this CSCMR design is shown 
in Fig. 3.12, and it is similar to the one of standard SCMR. 
 
Figure 3.12.  GT of CSCMR vs. distance. 
Based on the results of Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b), CSCMR systems exhibit the 
same variation of |   |
  for angular azimuth and elevation misalignment. This was also 
the case for SCMR systems, as shown in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). Comparing the results 
for the CSCMR and SCMR systems, it can be concluded that they both have similar 
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variations except for the GT from 120° to 240° of misalignment. Specifically, the standard 
SCMR system exhibits a GT of only 30% to 40% for 120° to 240° of misalignment 
whereas the CSCMR system exhibits a GT above 50% in the same range of misalignment 
angles. Also, it is observed by comparing Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) with Figs. 3.7(a) and 
3.7(b) that the GT of the CSCMR system raises back to its maximum value between its 
nulls whereas the GT of the standard SCMR drops to a significantly lower value between 
its nulls. Therefore, the CSCMR system exhibits significantly less misalignment 
sensitivity and better performance compared to standard SCMR. 
3.2 Misalignment Analysis of Proposed Misalignment Insensitive SCMR System 
3.2.1 3-D SCMR 
A novel SCMR system is proposed here, and it is shown in Fig. 3.13. In this 
SCMR system, the TX and RX resonator elements as well as the source and load 
elements are 3-D loops consisting of two continuous connected orthogonal loops. The TX 
and RX systems in 3-D SCMR systems are identical. Therefore, one of them is shown in 
Fig. 3.13. The source (or load) loop, the TX (or RX) resonator and the capacitor 
connected at the port of the TX (or RX) resonator are shown in Fig. 3.13. The input 
power (or load) is connected to the source (or load) loop, as shown in Fig. 3.13. The 
source (or load) loop has the same geometry as the TX (or RX) resonator. In fact, the 
source (or load) loop is a scaled version of the TX (or RX) resonator. The source (or load) 
loop and the TX (or RX) resonator loop are isolated from each other (i.e., they are not 
directly connected) and each of them is constructed by a single continuous copper wire 
that is bend accordingly to provide the 3-D geometry shown in Fig. 3.13. Also, each of 
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these 3-D loops consists of two orthogonal loops connected in series. The 3-D TX and 
RX resonator loops are designed so that they exhibit their highest Q-factor at the 
frequency of operation.  Capacitors are connected at their feed point to resonate them at 
the operating frequency. In addition, the source and load loops are concentrically 
embedded into the TX and RX resonators, respectively. This type of system has a 
spherical symmetry and therefore, it is expected to be less sensitive to misalignment. The 
angular misalignment rotations are performed as follows: for angular azimuth rotation, 
the RX system rotates in the xy-plane around the z-axis, while the TX system is fixed; for 
angular elevation rotation, the RX system is rotated in the yz-plane around x-axis, while 
the TX system is fixed. 
 
Figure 3.13.  3-D SCMR TX or RX system. 
A 3-D SCMR system is designed (see Fig. 3.14) and its geometric specifications 
are described in what follows. The TX and RX resonators are comprised of two 
connected orthogonal loops with the following radii: the radius of the outer loop is r1 = 
50 mm, the radius of the inner loop is r2 = 45 mm, and the cross-sectional radius of both 
loops is rc = 2.2 mm. The source and load elements are comprised of two connected 
orthogonal loops with the following radii: the radius of the outer loop is r3 = 30 mm, the 
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radius of the inner loop is r4 = 25 mm, and the cross-sectional radius of both loops is rc = 
0.8 mm. The distance between the TX and RX systems is ℓ2 = 120 mm and it is defined 
as the distance from the center of the TX resonator to the center of the RX resonator. The 
frequency of operation is 80.2 MHz. Each of the TX and RX resonators are connected to 
a 10 pF capacitor. This capacitance value was found by simulation analysis so that 
maximum GT is achieved by this system.  
 
Figure 3.14.  Prototype of 3-D SCMR system. 
Fig. 3.15 illustrates the GT of this 3-D SCMR system under different 
misalignment conditions. Specifically, Fig. 3.15(a) shows that for azimuth misalignment, 
the GT of this 3-D SCMR system does not exhibit any nulls and it remains above 30% for 
the full range of 360° of azimuth misalignment. This is a clear advantage of this system 
over standard SCMR and CSCMR systems. However, Fig. 3.15(b) shows that for 
elevation misalignment, the GT of this 3–D SCMR system exhibits two nulls at 180° and 
345° and similar variation with the GT of CSCMR system shown in Fig. 3.11(b). Some of 
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the difference between measurements and simulations can be attributed to the fact that 
prototypes were manually constructed and therefore, they are not exactly the same with 
simulation models. Especially, these 3-D loops are difficult to construct by hand and 
generate perfectly circular geometries. Also, the capacitors used in our prototypes have 
some losses and are not perfect as the capacitors used in the simulation, which 
contributes a slight drop in the measured GT compared to the simulated one. 
Even though in this case the transmitter and receiver are identical, Fig. 3.15(a) is 
different from Fig. 3.15(b) because the portions of the 3D loops that are aligned during 
rotation in the azimuth misalignment are different from the ones in the elevation 
misalignment. Also, Fig. 3.15(b) is not perfectly symmetric because each 3D loop is not 
perfectly symmetric. In fact each 3D loop is composed by two 2D loops that are 
connected in series and certain geometric modifications have to be done to avoid shorting 
of the 2D loops at the port, which in turn result in non-perfectly symmetric 3D loops. 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.15.  GT of 3-D SCMR system of Fig. 3.5(c) under different misalignment 
conditions. (a) Angular azimuth misalignment. (b) Angular elevation misalignment. (c) 
Lateral misalignment. 
Based on the measured data, the angle ranges of this 3-D SCMR system for a 
|   |
  level, which is set at 60% of its maximum, are 221° and 168° for azimuth and 
elevation misalignment, respectively. These angle ranges are less than the corresponding 
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ones of CSCMR (i.e., 248°). However, the angle ranges of this 3-D SCMR system for a 
|   |
  level, which is set at 30% of its maximum, are 360° and 272° for azimuth and 
elevation misalignment, respectively; therefore, they are larger than the corresponding 
ones of CSCMR (i.e., 294°) and standard SCMR (i.e., 278°). From Fig. 15(c), it can be 
seen that the lateral range for a |   |
  level, which is set at 30% of its maximum, is 102 
mm and it is larger than the one (i.e., 92 mm) of CSCMR. This shows that 3-D SCMR is 
less sensitive to lateral misalignment performance than both standard SCMR and 
CSCMR. 
The range of this 3-D SCMR system is shown in Fig. 3.16. By comparing 
Fig. 3.16 with Figs. 3.8 and 3.12, it can be seen that 3-D SCMR exhibit longer range than 
SCMR and CSCMR. Specifically, at a distance of 170 mm the GT of 3-D SCMR is 30% 
versus the 20% GT of both standard SCMR and CSCMR. 
 
Figure 3.16.  GT of 3-D SCMR vs. distance. 
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The 3-D SCMR system is less sensitive to misalignment comparing to standard 
and conformal SCMR systems. Specifically, 3-D SCMR achieves misalignment 
insensitivity for azimuth angular rotation for the entire 360° of rotation as shown in 
Fig. 3.15(a). Also, the GT of the 3-D SCMR system is above 70% for 90° to 270° of 
azimuth misalignment, whereas the GT of the standard SCMR is less than 40% for the 
same range of misalignment. The maximum GT of standard SCMR, CSCMR and 3-D 
SCMR are 80%, 75%, and 88% for the angular azimuth misalignment respectively. For 
angular elevation rotation standard SCMR, CSCMR, and 3-D SCMR systems all exhibit 
two nulls in the GT. These nulls are near 90° and 270° for standard SCMR and CSCMR 
systems, and 180° and 345° for the 3-D SCMR system. The maximum GT for standard 
SCMR, CSCMR and 3-D SCMR for the angular elevation misalignment are 80%, 75%, 
and 86%, respectively. 
In order to quantify the SCMR’s system efficiency, the operating power gain is 
used since it includes the effects of the reflection coefficient. The operating power gain is 
defined as the ratio of power dissipated at the load to the power delivered at the input of 
the two-port network, which is also the power input at the transmitter coil. The entire 
SCMR WPT system is considered as a two-port network. In order to better understand 
the power gain definition, this two-port network with source and load impedance is 
shown in Fig. 3.17.  
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Figure 3.17.  A two-port network for SCMR system with source and load impedances. 
The operating power gain can be defined in terms of S-parameters per [28] as 
follows: 
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Assuming the SCMR system is terminated to a 50 Ω load and according to (3.2), 
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Figure 3.18.  Operating power gain of 3-D SCMR. 
Fig. 3.18 illustrates the simulated and measured operating power gain based on 
(3.10) for the 3-D SCMR for the azimuth misalignment case. By comparing Figs. 3.18 
and 3.15(a), it can be observed that the operating power gain and the GT exhibit similar 
variation versus the azimuth misalignment angle, but the amplitude of the operating gain 
is larger since it takes into account the reflection coefficient, S11, at the input of the 
SCMR system. It should be noted that since this efficiency formula is based on a 50 Ω 
load impedance, additional circuit blocks are needed if other load impedances are used. 
3.2.2 Hybrid SCMR (HSCMR) 
In this section, the previous two models of CSCMR and 3-D SCMR are combined 
into one system called Hybrid SCMR (HSCMR) as shown in Fig. 3.5(d). Specifically, the 
receiver is a CSCMR element whereas the transmitter is a 3-D SCMR element. Therefore, 
since this HSCMR system has a receiver that is conformal, it is easier to implement it in 
practice than the 3-D SCMR system. Also, this HSCMR system has a transmitter that 
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exhibits spherical symmetry. The angular misalignment rotations are performed as 
follows: for angular azimuth rotation, the RX system rotates in the xy-plane around the z-
axis, while the TX system is fixed; for angular elevation rotation, the RX system is 
rotated in the yz-plane around x-axis, while the TX system is fixed. 
 
Figure 3.19.  Schematic of HSCMR system. 
An HSCMR system is designed (see Fig. 3.19) and its geometric specifications 
are described in what follows. For the TX system’s 3-D resonator, the radius of the outer 
loop is r1 = 50 mm, the radius of the inner loop is r2 = 45 mm, and the cross-sectional 
radius of both loops is rc = 2.2 mm. The 3-D source element is comprised of two 
connected orthogonal loops with the following specifications: the radius of its outer loop 
is r3 = 30 mm, the radius of its inner loop is r4 = 25 mm, and the cross-sectional radius of 
both loops is rc = 0.8 mm. A 10 pF capacitor is needed for the transmitter. The conformal 
RX system has the following geometric specifications: the radius of the outside loop is 
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50 mm with cross-sectional radius of 2.2 mm; the radius of the inside loop is 30 mm with 
cross-sectional radius of 0.8 mm. A 19.9 pF capacitor is connected on the RX resonator 
provide the best GT. The operating frequency of this HSCMR system is 80.2 MHz. The 
distance between the center of TX and RX systems is 120 mm. 
Fig. 3.20 illustrates the GT of this HSCMR system for different misalignment 
conditions. Fig. 3.20(a) illustrates that the variation of HSCMR’s GT for azimuth 
misalignment is similar to the variation of CSCMR shown in Fig. 3.11(a), i.e., the GT has 
two nulls at 90° and 270° and it raises to its maximum between the nulls. Fig. 3.20(b) 
shows that HSCMR’s GT for elevation misalignment has two nulls that are shifted by 30° 
lower compared to its nulls for azimuth misalignment. This can be useful in case WPT 
needs to be achieved at a 90° elevation angular misalignment. The misalignment results 
of HSCMR illustrate that it performs similarly to the conformal SCMR, since they both 
use the same type of receiver. The only difference is that the nulls of the GT shift from 90° 
and 270° for the CSCMR to 60° and 240° for the HSCMR due to the fact that the 
HSCMR transmitter has two orthogonal loops that can couple with the receiver. 
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(c) 
Figure 3.20.  GT of hybrid SCMR system of Fig. 5(d) under different misalignment 
conditions. (a) Angular azimuth misalignment. (b) Angular elevation misalignment. (c) 
Lateral misalignment. 
 
Figure 3.21.  GT of HSCMR vs. distance. 
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The angle ranges of this HSCMR system for a |   |
  level, which is set at 60% of 
its maximum, are 241° and 259° for azimuth and elevation misalignment, respectively. 
HSCMR angle ranges are similar to the ones of CSCMR (i.e., 248°) but larger than the 
ones of 3-D SCMR (i.e., 221° and 168°). The angle ranges for a |   |
  level, which is set 
at 30% of its maximum, are 290° and 306° for azimuth and elevation misalignment, 
respectively, which are again similar to the ones of CSCMR (i.e., 294°). Fig. 20(c) 
illustrates that the lateral range for a |   |
  level, which is set at 30% of its maximum, is 
86 mm, which is smaller than the ones of CSCMR (i.e., 92 mm)  and 3-D SCMR (i.e., 
102 mm) but larger than the one of standard SCMR (i.e., 78 mm). Fig. 3.21 depicts the 
GT of HSCMR versus distance. By comparing Fig. 3.21 with the corresponding Figures 
for the other WPT systems presented above, it can be concluded that HSCMR’s range is 
less than the one of 3-D SCMR but similar to the one of CSCMR. 
3.3 Comparison Discussion 
This paper proposed various novel topologies of SCMR systems that are less 
sensitive to misalignment between TX and RX systems than standard SCMR system. 
From the results shown above, it can be concluded that CSCMR exhibits less sensitivity 
to misalignment since its GT between the angles where the nulls occur increases back to 
its maximum, whereas for standard SCMR its GT drops to a significantly lower value 
between its nulls. This is due to the fact that the source and load loops are embedded 
concentrically in the TX and RX resonators, respectively.  Therefore, when the CSCMR 
RX system is rotated to 180° of misalignment, its position compared to the TX system is 
exactly the same as its position for 0° misalignment. On the other hand, standard SCMR 
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uses a pair of parallel loops at each of the TX and RX systems, which results reduced GT 
when the RX is rotated to 180° of misalignment. In addition, 3-D SCMR exhibits no nulls 
for azimuth misalignment which is a significant improvement over the standard and 
conformal SCMR. This happens because each of the loops of 3-D SCMR is constructed 
using two orthogonal loops connected in series; therefore, for any angle of rotation two 
pairs of loops (one at the TX and one at the RX system) are always coupled. For the 
elevation rotation, 3-D SCMR exhibits two nulls at 180° and 345° which can be 
attributed to the cancelation of the magnetic fluxes received by the two orthogonal loops 
at these two angles. HSCMR performs similarly to CSCMR since they both use the same 
receiver. The only difference is that the nulls of the GT shift from 90° and 270° for the 
CSCMR to 60° and 240° for the HSCMR due to the fact that the HSCMR transmitter has 
two orthogonal loops that can couple with the receiver. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the measured results presented above and compares the 
performance of the different SCMR systems. The angle misalignment ranges for azimuth 
and elevation misalignment are calculated based on the angles for which the GT maintains 
a value above 60% or 30% of the maximum GT of each system. It can be seen that all 
three proposed SCMR systems (i.e., conformal SCMR, 3-D SCMR, and hybrid SCMR) 
exhibit larger angle misalignment range compared to standard SCMR. In fact, 3-D SCMR 
exhibits the best performance regarding misalignment since it has no GT nulls over the 
entire 360° azimuth rotation. Furthermore, a hybrid SCMR (HSCMR) system was 
proposed in an effort to provide a WPT system that has a conformal receiver, which 
maybe more suitable for certain applications. This HSCMR system is also less sensitive 
to misalignment compared to standard SCMR. 
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Table 3.1.  Comparison of Different SCMR Systems 
  
Angle Misalignment 
Range  (°) 
60% 
Angle 
Misalignment 
Range (°) 
30% 
Lateral 
range (mm) 
30%   
Standard SCMR 
Azimuth 102 278 
78 
Elevation 102 278 
Conformal SCMR 
Azimuth 248 294 
92 
Elevation 248 294 
3-D SCMR 
Azimuth 221 360 
102 
Elevation 168 272 
Hybrid SCMR 
Azimuth 241 290 
86 
Elevation 259 306 
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CHAPTER 4 
CYLINDRICAL MISALIGNMENT INSENSITIVE WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER 
SYSTEMS 
In this chapter, another misalignment insensitive structure is proposed and studied. 
This is an improvement over the previous design in terms of power transfer efficiency 
and misalignment insensitivity performance. Section 4.1 illustrates the misalignment 
sensitivity issue facing all WPT systems. The misalignment performance of conformal 
SCMR is also included in this section. The proposed cylindrical SCMR system is 
presented in Section 4.2, which includes two systems based on copper wire and PCB. In 
Section 4.3, the wearable implementation is discussed and possible wearable applications 
are presented. Lastly, optimization of this cylindrical SCMR system is shown in Section 
4.4. 
4.1 Misalignment Sensitivity Background Study 
Standard SCMR systems exhibit high sensitivity to angular misalignment, and 
they have been studied in several papers [17], [24]-[26]. Specifically, in [17] frequency 
tuning is applied and a nearly constant efficiency at approximately 75% was obtained 
until the receiver is rotated past 60°. Beyond 60°, the efficiency drops rapidly to zero 
from 60° to 90° misalignment. In [26], it was shown that the efficiencies vary from 40% 
to 20% from 0° to 45° misalignment angle, and from 20% to 0 from 45° to 90° 
misalignment angle. In this section, the misalignment analysis of conformal SCMR 
(CSCMR) systems is investigated. Conventional CSCMR systems are constructed so that 
the source and load loops are embedded into the TX and RX resonators, respectively, 
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which makes the TX and RX elements planar [27], as shown in Fig. 4.1. Also, Fig. 4.1 
illustrates the definition of the azimuth misalignment angle for our study. Azimuth 
misalignment sensitivity examines how the efficiency of an SCMR system changes when 
the RX element (load loop and RX resonator) rotates around the TX element (source loop 
and TX resonator) in the xy-plane (i.e., rotates around the z-axis from φ = 0° to 360°), 
while the TX element is fixed. It should be noted that due to the reciprocity theorem [28], 
the effect of rotating the TX element around the RX element is the same with rotating the 
RX element around the TX element. In what follows, the azimuth misalignment 
sensitivities for all the SCMR systems will be examined. All the simulations in this paper 
were performed using ANSYS HFSS [29] and ANSYS Designer [30]. The load loops of 
all the designs examined here are connected to 50 ohm loads. All conformal SCMR 
resonators examined below were designed to resonate at the frequency where their Q-
factor is maximum, which was accomplished by using analytical equations and 
simulations. All the SCMR systems presented here were designed to operate at the 
27.12 MHz ISM band. 
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Figure 4.1.  SCMR system illustrating azimuth angular misalignment. 
In order to quantify SCMR system power transfer efficiency, the transducer 
power gain is used since it accounts for both source and load mismatches. The transducer 
power gain is defined as the ratio of power delivered to the load to the power available 
from the source. The entire SCMR WPT system is considered as a two-port network. In 
order to better understand the power gain definition, this two-port network with source 
and load impedance is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2.  A two-port network for SCMR system with source and load impedance. 
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The transducer power gain can be defined in terms of S-parameters per [31] as 
follows: 
                                      (4.1) 
where PL is the power delivered to the load, and Pavs is the power available from the 
source. With reference to Fig. 4, the reflection coefficient seen looking toward the source 
is: 
                                                            (4.2) 
while the reflection coefficient seen looking toward the load is: 
                                                               (4.3) 
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance reference for the scattering parameters of the 
two-port network. The mismatch corresponding to the input impedance of the terminated 
two-port network is given by the reflection coefficient    , and it is defined as 
                                                    (4.4) 
We assume in all our designs that the source and load impedances are 50 Ω, which, 
according to (4.2) and (4.3), makes , and reduces (3.1) to GT=|S21|
2
. Therefore, 
in this paper, the power transfer efficiency, η, of all our designs is equal to GT and it is 
defined as 
                                                        (4.5) 
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The efficiency of our prototypes is measured using a vector network analyzer and 
it is based on the S-parameters. Specifically, ports 1 and 2 of the network analyzer are 
connected to the transmitter and receiver, respectively, and the S-parameters are 
measured. Then, the data of the measured efficiency is calculated by directly 
programming the equation |   |
  on the network analyzer. 
In a conventional CSCMR system, the source loop and load loop are embedded 
into the TX and RX resonators, respectively. Therefore, the source loop is coplanar with 
the TX resonator and the load loop is coplanar with the RX resonator (see Fig. 4.1). This 
topology is completely planar and saves a lot of space in practical implementations, 
whereas standard SCMR requires the source loop and TX resonator to be separated, as 
well as the RX resonator and load loop. For standard SCMR systems, the TX and RX 
resonators must be placed between the source and load loops which makes their 
performance very sensitive to misalignment, as was discussed in [21]. The conventional 
CSCMR elements can be either circular or rectangular. All our designs in this paper use 
rectangular elements. 
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Figure 4.3.  Measurement setup of conventional conformal SCMR for 180° of 
misalignment. 
A conventional conformal SCMR system is designed (see Fig. 4.3) under the 
design guidelines presented earlier with the following specifications. The TX and RX 
resonators (outside loops) are squares with lengths of 115 mm. The source and load loops 
are squares with lengths of 57.5 mm (half the size of the resonators). The trace of all the 
square loops is 12 mm wide and 0.035 mm thick copper. The distance between the TX 
and RX elements is 150 mm, which was optimized through simulations. Since the TX 
and RX elements are identical in this case, the Q-factors of both elements are also the 
same. As shown in Fig. 4.4, this system’s Q-factor naturally exhibits its maximum at 
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27.12 MHz. The capacitors used on both resonators are 139 pF. The operating frequency 
of this system is 27.12 MHz.  
 
Figure 4.4.  Simulated Q-factor of elements of conventional CSCMR system. 
Fig. 4.5 plots the efficiency of this conventional CSCMR system versus the 
azimuth misalignment angle between the transmitter and receiver. It shows that the 
efficiency stays approximately 70% for misalignment angles of 0° to 60°, 120° to 240° 
and 300° to 360°. Also, since no magnetic flux can be coupled when the transmitter is 
perpendicular to the receiver, the efficiency drops from 70% to 0% from 60° to 90°, 120° 
to 90°, 240° to 270°, and 300° to 270°. Our goal in this chapter, is to develop SCMR 
systems that do not exhibit nulls in their efficiency for any angle of azimuth 
misalignment. These designs will be presented in the following sections. 
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Figure 4.5.  Misalignment results of conventional conformal SCMR. 
4.2 Cylindrical Misalignment Insensitive SCMR system 
4.2.1 Cylindrical SCMR based on Wire Elements 
A new SCMR system is proposed here, and it is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this system, 
the TX element is a 3-D cylindrical wire structure (see Fig. 4.6) and it is proposed for the 
first time here. Also, this system uses a receiver with conventional CSCMR elements (see 
Fig. 4.6). The source loop and TX resonator are designed so that they can wrap around a 
cylinder in order to create cylindrical symmetry for the transmitter thereby providing 
constant efficiency for the entire 360° of angular misalignment without any nulls. The 
rotation angle, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.6, is the angle spanned by the cylindrical 
source and TX resonator elements. The misalignment setup starts out at 0° when the 
conformal RX element is facing the gap of the TX element, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The 
misalignment rotation from 0° to 360° is defined as the RX element rotating around the 
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TX element counterclockwise while keeping the same distance, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 
with the rotation direction arrow. 
 
Figure 4.6.  Schematic of proposed cylindrical SCMR based on wire elements. 
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Figure 4.7.  Simulated Q-factor of elements of proposed cylindrical SCMR system based 
on wire elements. 
It should be pointed out, that the geometries of the cylindrical elements are kept 
consistent with the geometry of the CSCMR design in terms of the heights of the source 
loop and TX resonator. This was done in order to have a fair comparison among all the 
designs, and to ensure that geometry differences do not contribute to differences in 
efficiency. Different geometrical parameters, such as, height, radius and cross-sectional 
radius of the cylindrical element can be optimized and their effect on the WPT 
performance can be studied. However, the main scope of this paper is to prove the 
misalignment insensitivity and high efficiency of this design. Therefore, the optimization 
of this design will be examined by our future work and in this paper, the parameters 
remain consistent for fair comparisons of the different systems. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the 
simulated Q-factors of the TX and RX elements of this system. The Q-factor of the 
conformal RX element exhibits its maximum at the desired frequency, but the cylindrical 
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TX element does not. This is expected, since the geometries of the cylindrical elements 
are different from the geometries of the conformal elements. 
 
Figure 4.8.  Measurement setup of proposed cylindrical SCMR based on wire elements 
for 180° of misalignment. 
A prototype of the proposed cylindrical SCMR based on copper wire is shown in 
Fig. 4.8. The radius of the cylindrical elements is r = 40 mm. The height of the TX 
resonator is h1 = 115 mm. The height of the source loop is h2 = 57.5 mm (half the size of 
the resonator). The cross-sectional radius of the copper wire is 1.7 mm. The rotation 
angle of the TX resonator is 345°. Our simulation analysis found that when the rotation 
angle of the source loop is equal to 8/9 of the TX resonator (which is 306.7°), maximum 
efficiency is achieved. Squared structures are used for the RX element and they are made 
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using the same wire as the TX element with a cross-sectional radius of 1.7 mm. The 
length of the resonator is h3 = 115 mm and the length of the load loop is h4 = 57.5 mm 
(half the size of the resonator). The distance between the outer surface of TX elements 
and RX elements is 70 mm. The capacitors used on the TX and RX resonators are 82 pF 
and 100 pF, respectively. The operating frequency for this system is 27.12 MHz. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Misalignment results of proposed cylindrical SCMR based on wire elements. 
Fig. 4.9 illustrates the efficiency of the proposed cylindrical SCMR system for 
360° of azimuth misalignment. It can be seen that the efficiency varies from 30% to 40% 
throughout the 360° misalignment rotation, also it exhibits no null for any angle, which 
solves the misalignment problem of CSCMR described above. This happens, because the 
proposed cylindrical SCMR TX elements generate a magnetic field that is symmetric 
around these elements. On the contrary, conventional CSCMR TX elements generate a 
magnetic field that has nulls at certain locations around these elements (at these null 
locations the conventional CSCMR TX and RX elements cannot couple yielding zero 
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WPT efficiency). This is confirmed in Fig. 4.10 that compares the magnetic field 
distributions of conventional CSCMR and proposed cylindrical SCMR systems. Fig. 4.10 
shows that in a conventional CSCMR system there is no coupling when the RX element 
is positioned perpendicularly to the TX element whereas in a proposed cylindrical SCMR 
system, there is coupling between the cylindrical TX element and the RX element for 
approximately 360
o
 of azimuth misalignment. The slight difference between simulations 
and measurements in Fig. 4.9 can be attributed to capacitor losses. In the simulations 
capacitors are ideal, whereas in practice capacitors exhibit some loss. In our measurement 
setup, non-magnetic, high-Q, low ESR (equivalent series resistance) ceramic capacitors 
are used with Q-factor above 1000 at our operating frequency of 27.12 MHz. Even 
though high-Q capacitors are used, they still exhibit small loss and this is the reason that 
the simulated and measured results are slightly different. This was also explained in [27]. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 4.10.  Magnetic field generated by (a) conventional CSCMR, and (b) proposed 
cylindrical SCMR. 
Fig. 4.9 also shows that the efficiency of the proposed cylindrical SCMR system 
is smaller than the efficiency of the conventional CSCMR system (see Fig. 4.5) for most 
azimuth misalignment angles. This occurs because the copper wire that is used has small 
cross-sectional radius. According to [28], 
                                             (4.6) 
where R is the DC resistance of the copper loop, l is the length of the copper wire, P is 
the perimeter of the cross section of the wire, RS is the conductor surface resistance, ω is 
the angular frequency, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and σ is the conductivity of 
the metal. According to (4.6), the dc resistance of the cylindrical system based on copper 
0
2
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l l
R R
P P
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wire is 0.5Ω. Given that l doesn’t change once the geometry of the model is decided and 
other parameters are all constant, the only parameter that affects the DC resistance is P, 
which in turn makes the cross-sectional radius of the copper wire the determining factor 
for R. The smaller the radius is, the higher the resistance of the loop, thereby the lower 
the efficiency. This is validated by comparing the simulated efficiency of three proposed 
cylindrical SCMR systems constructed by copper wire with different cross-sectional radii 
in Fig. 4.11. It can be concluded from Fig. 4.11, as expected, that the thicker the wire is, 
the higher the efficiency. Furthermore, thicker wire makes the gap between the edges of 
the cylinders smaller, which in turn results in higher starting and finishing efficiencies 
when rotating. However, given the difficulty in bending thick copper wire, it was not 
possible for us to manually manufacture the prototype with thicker copper wire and 
maintain the dimensional accuracy of the prototype compared to the simulated model. 
 
Figure 4.11.  Simulated results of three proposed cylindrical SCMR systems based on 
wire elements with different cross-sectional radii. 
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4.2.2 Cylindrical SCMR with Flexible PCB 
In this section, an improved design of proposed cylindrical SCMR is discussed, 
and it is shown in Fig. 4.12. This system uses flexible PCBs to construct the cylindrical 
elements of the transmitter instead of wires, which were used in the previous section. The 
flexible PCB consists of a bendable polyethylene (PTFE) substrate laminated with 
0.035 mm thick copper. By using this material, the cylindrical elements can be easily 
fabricated by producing the flexible PCB to the desired size and shape, then wrapping it 
around a cylinder base made by a 3-D printer. This method does not only simplify our 
manufacturing process, but also generates a prototype that is accurately made and has 
almost the same geometry with the simulation model. As shown in Fig. 15, the simulated 
Q-factors of the elements of the flexible PCB system are similar to the ones of the copper 
wire system, where the Q-factor of the conformal RX element naturally exhibits its 
maximum at 27.12 MHz and the Q-factor of the cylindrical element does not. The 
position demonstrated in Fig. 4.12 is considered 0° misalignment, where the gap of the 
TX element is facing the RX element. The process of misalignment rotation from 0° to 
360° is defined as the RX element rotating around the TX element counterclockwise 
while keeping the same distance, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12 with the rotation direction 
arrow. 
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Figure 4.12.  Schematic of proposed cylindrical SCMR based on flexible PCB. 
 
Figure 4.13.  Simulated Q-factor of elements of proposed cylindrical SCMR system with 
flexible PCB. 
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A flexible PCB cylindrical SCMR prototype is illustrated in Fig. 4.14 with the 
radii presented below. The radius of the cylindrical elements is r = 40 mm. The height of 
the TX resonator and source loop is h1 = 115 mm and h2 = 57.5 mm (half the size of the 
resonator). The rotation angle of the TX resonator is 340° and the rotation angle of the 
source loop is set as 7/8 of the TX resonator, i.e., 297.5°. These rotation angles were 
determined for optimal performance through simulation analysis. The squared RX 
elements have h3 = 115 mm length for the resonator and h4 = 57.5 mm (half the size of 
the resonator) length for the load loop. The flexible PCB used is 12 mm wide. The 
distance between the outer surface of TX elements and RX elements is 70 mm. The 
capacitors for the TX and RX resonators are 120 pF and 139 pF, respectively. The 
operating frequency is 27.12 MHz. 
 
Figure 4.14.  Measurement setup of proposed cylindrical SCMR with flexible PCB for 
180° of misalignment. 
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Figure 4.15.  Misalignment results of proposed flexible PCB cylindrical SCMR. 
Fig. 4.15 shows the misalignment performance for the proposed flexible PCB 
cylindrical SCMR system. Since it has the same topology with the wire model discussed 
previously, no nulls were generated throughout the 360° misalignment rotation. This 
shows that the proposed cylindrical topology is indeed misalignment insensitive 
independently of the cross-section of the conductive traces. Also, the flexible PCB design 
achieves higher efficiencies. Specifically, the efficiency varies from 35% to 70% for 0° to 
60°, and 270° to 360° misalignment angles. Then, the efficiency stays around 70% from 
60° to 270° (measurement data) whereas for the efficiency of the wire model stayed at 
around 35% for all the angles. The smallest efficiency occurs when the RX elements are 
at 0° and 360° misalignment angle. At these positions, less magnetic energy can be 
coupled between TX and RX since the gap of the cylindrical resonator is facing the 
conformal receiver. Even though the flexible PCB has much thinner trace than the copper 
wire, its ability to generate higher efficiency is still expected and this is explained in what 
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follows. The main geometries of both systems (wire and flexible PCB systems) are the 
same and therefore, the total lengths of the copper wires and flexible PCB traces are the 
same. The electrical equivalent radius is shown in [28], and for a metal strip whose 
thickness is negligible, its equivalent circular cylinder radius is 
                                                         (4.7) 
where a is the width of the strip. In this case, the width of the flexible PCB is 12 mm, 
therefore the equivalent radius is 3 mm. According to (11), it is obvious that with 0.14Ω, 
the dc resistance of the flexible PCB model is much smaller than 0.5Ω of the copper wire 
model, hence higher efficiency is achieved. The cylindrical structures of the source loop 
and TX resonator are not complete (do not cover 360
o
 of rotation) and this explains the 
drop in efficiency for low and high angles of misalignment. In conclusion, the proposed 
flexible PCB cylindrical SCMR system provides misalignment insensitive performance 
and achieves large efficiencies for most angles. 
0.25ea a
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Figure 4.16.  Simulation model of flexible PCB cylindrical SCMR with cylindrical TX 
and RX elements. 
To expand upon the results achieved above, the misalignment behavior of a 
SCMR system with both TX and RX elements being cylindrical, is examined here. 
Although it was discussed in the introduction section that it is not practical for certain 
applications to have both TX and RX elements be cylindrical, these results are presented 
for completeness. In the simulation setup, 0° misalignment is shown in Fig. 4.16 where 
the RX element is facing the gap of TX element. The distance between the outer surfaces 
of both elements is 50 mm, which is optimized from simulation to achieve highest 
efficiency. The smaller range of this SCMR system compared to the system of Fig. 4.12 
is expected since this SCMR system is operating at a higher frequency. Since the 
geometry of the cylinder is different than the conformal SCMR, the frequency where its 
Q-factor exhibits its maximum is different, therefore the operating frequency is changed. 
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In this case, the maximum efficiency of the system occurs when the operating frequency 
is 90 MHz. The capacitors used on both TX and RX elements are 9 pF. The simulated 
efficiency for different misalignment angles is illustrated below in Fig. 4.17. 
Fig. 4.17 shows that the SCMR system with both TX and RX elements cylindrical 
also exhibits no nulls in the misalignment setup, while achieving relatively high 
efficiencies. Specifically, the efficiency stays at around 78% from 75° to 285° 
misalignment angles, while varies from 52% to 78% from 0° to 75° and 285° to 360° 
misalignment angles. In conclusion, our results indicate that the cylindrical SCMR 
systems of Figs. 4.12 and 4.16 provide significantly less sensitivity to misalignment 
compared to standard SCMR and conventional CSCMR systems. Also, the cylindrical 
SCMR system of Fig. 4.12 will be more practical for most applications as it allows either 
the TX or the RX to be conformal. 
 
Figure 4.17.  Simulated misalignment result of flexible PCB cylindrical SCMR with 
cylindrical structures for both TX and RX elements. 
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4.2.3 Lateral Misalignment Comparison of CSCMR and Proposed Cylindrical 
SCMR 
In this section, the lateral misalignment performance comparison of conventional 
CSCMR and proposed cylindrical SCMR systems is presented. The cylindrical SCMR 
system with flexible PCB is chosen to be compared with CSCMR for the lateral 
misalignment for their same 12 mm width copper material and approximately 70% 
highest achievable efficiencies for both systems. The measurement setups for both 
systems are consistent with previous sections where the range for CSCMR is 150 mm and 
70 mm for cylindrical SCMR. The misalignment angle for CSCMR is set at 0° and 180° 
for cylindrical SCMR for them to achieve maximum efficiencies. Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 
illustrate the measured performance comparison between conventional CSCMR and 
proposed cylindrical SCMR with flexible PCB for x-axis and z-axis lateral misalignment, 
respectively. The x-axis and z-axis are defined in Fig. 4.1. 
For the x-axis lateral misalignment (see Fig. 4.18), the efficiency of conventional 
CSCMR stays approximately constant at 70% from 0 cm to 7 cm of lateral misalignment 
and then gradually drops to almost zero from 7 cm to 18 cm of lateral misalignment. The 
efficiency of proposed cylindrical SCMR (see Fig. 4.18) stays approximately constant at 
70% from 0 cm to 4 cm of lateral misalignment, and then gradually drops to almost zero 
from 4 cm to 18 cm of lateral misalignment. Therefore, conventional CSCMR has better 
performance in terms of x-axis lateral misalignment. This is expected as the cylindrical 
element in this case has smaller width in the x-axis than the conformal element. 
For the z-axis lateral misalignment, the performance for conventional CSCMR 
(see Fig. 4.19) is identical to that of the x-axis lateral misalignment because of the 
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symmetry in its square design for both transmitter and receiver. However, the efficiency 
of the proposed cylindrical SCMR (see Fig. 4.19) stays approximately constant at 70% 
from 0 cm to 3 cm of lateral misalignment, and then gradually drops to almost zero from 
3 cm to 9 cm. From 9 cm to 14 cm the efficiency increases from 0 to 32.5% while 
surpassing the efficiency of CSCMR at 13 cm and starts decreasing again after 14 cm to 
almost zero at 23 cm. The null of the efficiency at 9 cm and the local maximum at 14 cm 
can be attributed to destructive and constructive addition of the magnetic fields at these 
distances, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.18.  Measured x-axis lateral misalignment results of conventional CSCMR and 
proposed cylindrical SCMR with flexible PCB. 
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Figure 4.19.  Measured z-axis lateral misalignment results of conventional CSCMR and 
proposed cylindrical SCMR with flexible PCB. 
In summary, conventional CSCMR provides better performance than the 
proposed cylindrical SCMR for both the x-axis and z-axis lateral misalignment. The 
lateral misalignment results were provided for completeness for this research. However, 
the proposed cylindrical SCMR design was specifically developed to address the 
problems of standard SCMR and conventional CSCMR for angular misalignment, for 
which it indeed provided significantly improved performance with no nulls in the 
efficiency. 
4.3 Wearable Applications for Cylindrical SCMR systems 
In previous sections, the conventional CSCMR and the proposed cylindrical 
SCMR were compared in terms of their misalignment sensitivity and it was concluded 
that the proposed cylindrical geometry is significantly less misalignment sensitive as it 
exhibits no nulls through the 360° of misalignment rotation. Specifically, the proposed 
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cylindrical SCMR system with flexible PCB maintained approximately constant 
efficiency of 70% from 60° to 270° of misalignment angle, and exhibited an efficiency 
that varied from approximately 35% to 70% for misalignment angles between 0° to 60° 
and 270° to 360°, as shown in Fig. 4.15. In this section, the possible wearable 
applications of this proposed cylindrical topology are discussed.                                               
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.20.  Demonstration of wearable cylindrical SCMR in simulation. 
Given the cylindrical geometry of the proposed SCMR system, the new models 
can easily be wrapped around a human’s arm or leg while maintaining its shape and 
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position, as shown in Fig. 4.20. A human body model that includes more than 300 parts 
of biological tissues was used. In this human body model the materials of biological 
tissues are characterized by 28 sets of frequency-dependent relative permittivity εr and 
conductivity σ. This model is compatible with ANSYS HFSS and it was used in our 
simulations. Also, in order to show how this system actually works in future practical 
applications, the cylindrical system prototype with flexible PCB was placed on the arm 
and leg of a volunteer, as shown in Fig. 4.21. Such cylindrical elements can be 
implemented either on wearable devices that separate the elements from the skin using 
non-metallic materials or they can be woven into the clothes (i.e., electronics woven in 
textiles). It is worth mentioning that in this wearable application, the transmitter is the 
conformal planar element and the receiver is the cylindrical element. For practical 
reasons, the volunteer rotates from facing the conformal transmitter as shown in Fig. 4.21 
(a) and (c) to the opposite way illustrated in Fig. 4.21 (b) and (d), which is a 180° rotation. 
Given that only 180° rotation is needed here, the part of the cylindrical structure that is 
not complete can be avoided which will eliminate low efficiencies caused by the gap 
thereby enabling this wearable system to have high steady efficiencies through 180° of 
misalignment. For comparison purposes, the distance between the transmitter and 
receiver is kept the same with the system presented in the previous section. The following 
results are from the model being wrapped around the arm, as an example. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 4.21.  Wearable cylindrical SCMR in measurement setup. 
Fig. 4.22 illustrates the results from both simulation with human body in HFSS 
and measurement. Fig. 4.22 is a plot only showing 0° to 180° misalignment, as discussed 
previously in this section. In wearable situations, it is most practical to only measure 0° to 
180° misalignment, with 0° being the volunteer facing the conformal elements, and 180° 
being her facing away from the conformal elements (see Fig. 4.21). With this setup and 
by facing the gap of the cylindrical loops towards the human body, we can avoid the 
angles that face this gap toward the conformal TX element, which yields lower 
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efficiencies as shown in Fig. 4.15. In other words, Fig. 4.22 shows the efficiencies from 
90° to 270° per the setup of Fig. 4.15, and this is the reason that the efficiency does not 
decrease at the beginning and end of Fig. 4.22. Since the cylindrical elements are 
wrapped around human arm, the performance of the system is affected by the properties 
of the human body, which are shown in Table 4.1. Here, we only listed the four sets of 
the biological tissue properties that were most relevant to this specific placement, i.e., 
wrapping around the arm. During the simulation process, all of the properties in Table 4.1 
are taken into consideration. Given that the material resistivity is the reciprocal value of 
the conductivity, the optimal design of the system will be different. The simulated and 
measured results also show that the efficiency of this design in the wearable case (see 
Fig. 4.22) is approximately 10% lower than the efficiency of the same design in air (see 
Fig. 4.15).  
Table 4.1.  Material Properties of Human Body in Simulation 
 
Permittivity Conductivity 
Blood 
154.6 1.15 
Bone 
36.6 0.0925 
Fatty tissue 
9.726 0.032 
Muscle 
107.2 0.67 
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Figure 4.22.  Misalignment results of wearable cylindrical SCMR system from 0° to 180° 
(this angle range corresponds to angles 90° to 270° per the setup of Fig. 4.15). 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the cylindrical system presented 
earlier provides misalignment insensitive performance also for wearable scenarios. 
Detailed investigation of such scenarios is beyond the scope of this paper and the 
optimization of the proposed cylindrical SCMR systems for wearable applications will be 
studied by future research. Furthermore, the safety of such wearable systems according to 
the relevant safety regulations will be studied in the future. The slight difference in 
efficiency between simulation and measurement is because the capacitors used in the 
prototype are not ideal as in simulation, therefore slightly affecting the performance of 
the system. The results of Fig. 4.22 clearly show that this cylindrical SCMR topology can 
be used as a wearable device, if direct contact with the skin is avoided. 
The advantage of this system for wearable applications is that no matter which 
way a person turns, this device can always transfer or receive power or data as needed, 
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without concerns of the orientation. One good example of the application would be for a 
patient lying in bed in a hospital. The conformal transmitter (receiver) could be set under 
the bed while the cylindrical receiver (transmitter) is wrapped around the patient’s arm or 
leg. With this setup, no matter which way the patient is turning, power or data can always 
be wirelessly transferred. As a result, using the wearable cylindrical system can be very 
convenient for a patient by eliminating all the wires whilst maintaining a high efficiency. 
4.4 Optimizing Cylindrical SCMR 
Previously, it was mentioned that in our designs, the geometries of the cylindrical 
elements are kept consistent with the geometry of the CSCMR design in terms of the 
heights of the source loop and TX resonator. This was done to have a consistent 
comparison among all the designs, and to ensure that size differences did not contribute 
to differences in efficiency. However, this procedure results in the cylindrical elements 
not resonating at the maximum Q-factor frequency, as shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.13, hence 
the highest possible efficiency was not achieved. In order to optimize the cylindrical 
SCMR system to achieve higher efficiency, in this section we design a cylindrical SCMR 
system based on wire elements for the TX and RX elements with maximum Q-factor at 
the operating frequency of 27.12 MHz. 
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Figure 4.23.  Optimized cylindrical SCMR system based on wire elements. 
 
Figure 4.24.  Simulated Q-factor of elements of optimized cylindrical SCMR system 
based on wire elements. 
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Figure 4.25.  Comparison of simulated misalignment results of proposed and optimized 
cylindrical SCMR systems based on wire elements. 
As was shown in Fig.4.7, the maximum Q-factor frequency of the cylindrical 
element is larger than the operating frequency. In order to optimize the efficiency, the 
size of the cylindrical element has to be larger for the Q-factor to resonate at a lower 
frequency. Using simulation tools, we found out that when the cylindrical TX element is 
1.9 times larger than the original size while the conformal RX element stays the same, the 
frequency of the maximum Q-factor of both elements coincide at 27.12 MHz.  
The optimized cylindrical SCMR system is shown in Fig. 4.23 and its 
specifications are as follows. The radius of the cylindrical elements is 76 mm. The height 
of the TX resonator is 218.5 mm. The height of the source loop is 109.25 mm. The 
conformal RX element is the same with the design in section 4.1, where the height of RX 
resonator is 115 mm and the height of load loop is 57.5 mm. The distance between the 
outer surface of the TX and RX element is 70 mm. The capacitors for TX and RX 
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resonators are 54 pF and 100 pF, respectively. This system design results in the same 
maximum Q-factor frequency of 27.2 MHz for both TX and RX elements, as it can be 
seen in Fig. 4.24. 
Given that in this design both TX and RX resonators achieve their maximum Q-
factor at the same frequency, this design should achieve higher efficiency than the 
previous design. Fig. 4.25 confirms this, as it shows that the efficiency of the design 
presented here (that has TX and RX resonators exhibiting maximum Q-factors at 
27.12 MHz) is significantly larger than the efficiency of the design in section 4.1 (that 
has TX and RX resonators that do not both exhibit maximum Q-factors at 27.12 MHz). 
Specifically, the efficiency of the optimized cylindrical SCMR system is approximately 
20% larger than the efficiency of the design in section 4.1 over the entire 360° of 
misalignment rotation.  
This chapter aimed to present a novel structure that generates no nulls throughout 
the 360° misalignment rotation and this was achieved by both the optimized design of 
this section (with TX and RX resonators that exhibit maximum Q-factors at 27.12 MHz) 
as well the design of section 4.1 (with TX and RX resonators that have the same height). 
It was also shown that optimization of the efficiency can be done by changing the size of 
the cylindrical element. Before this section, the heights of the TX and RX resonators of 
all designs were kept the same to avoid comparing elements with different heights and 
introducing another variable in the comparison of the designs that could lead to 
uncertainty about their performance comparison.  
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CHAPTER 5 
SIMULTANEOUS POWER AND DATA TRANSFER WITH BROADBAND 
STRONGLY COUPLED MAGNETIC RESONANT SYSTEM 
 In this chapter, a planar broadband CSCMR system is designed, and it is 
implemented with backscattering modulation to transfer power and data simultaneously. 
The design of the broadband planar CSCMR system is presented in Section 5.1. In 
Section 5.2, the system description for all the components is discussed, which includes 
backscattering modulation, data rate discussion, power transmitter/data receiver and RF-
to-DC converter/data transmitter. The performance of the system is shown with 
measurement results in Section 5.3. This system is able to achieve high efficiency 
wireless power transmission while transferring 10 Mbps data signal through the same link.  
5.1 Design of Planar Broadband CSCMR system 
 The ability to transfer power and data simultaneously through the same wireless 
link can be beneficial when implementing SCMR system with sensors. This way, battery-
free sensors can be used for situations where it is not practical to change batteries for 
sensors, such as inside concrete or inside the human body. Furthermore, the wider the 
bandwidth, the higher data rate the system can achieve, making broadband system 
preferable for such applications. A broadband CSCMR system, which uses two resonator 
loops instead of one in each TX/RX element was first proposed in [50]. The system 
presented in [50] used copper wire for all the loops, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a), so it was 
not suitable for PCB manufacturing. Here, a broadband and planar CSCMR system is 
developed that is suitable for PCBs, as shown in Figure 5.1(b); therefore, this design is 
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more appropriate for practical applications. In a broadband CSCMR system, the inner 
loop is the source/load loop; the middle loop is the inner resonator loop whose radius and 
capacitor value determine the center operating frequency; the outer loop is the outer 
resonator loop whose radius and capacitor value are adjusted according to the inner 
resonator size to achieve the needed bandwidth. The radii of the inner loop, middle loop 
and outer loop are r1, r2 and r3, respectively, and the cross-sectional radius of the copper 
wire is rc, as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). In what follows, the design process of our planar 
broadband CSCMR system will be discussed. 
 
                                 (a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 5.1.  Geometry of a broadband CSCMR TX or RX element: (a) wire-based, (b) 
PCB-based. 
Figure 5.1 (b) illustrates similar geometrical parameters for the planar broadband 
CSCMR, where w is the trace-width. To convert the wire-based CSCMR design to the 
planar one, the equivalent planar trace-width of a circular wire is calculated according to 
the following equation and assuming the thickness of the copper trace is negligible [54]: 
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                                     4 ea a                                                         (5.1)   
where a is the trace-width, and ae is the cross-sectional radius, as shown in Figure 5.2. In 
other words, the equivalent trace-width is 4 times the cross-sectional radius of the copper 
wire. Since eq. (5.1) is an approximate relationship, simulations need to be performed to 
find the optimal equivalent trace-width. 
 
Figure 5.2.  Electrical equivalent radius from circular cylindrical wire. 
Our objective here, is to develop a broadband CSCMR system with center 
frequency of 100 MHz. First, a wire narrowband CSCMR system is developed to find the 
optimal relation between the wire cross-sectional radius and the trace width for a 1.6-mm 
thick FR4 board that we plan to use for our broadband design. The copper wire cross-
sectional radius rc is set to be 1.5 mm. From eq. (2.3) and (2.5), the radius and capacitor 
value of the SCMR system resonator loop can be derived as 42.4 mm and 13.9 pF, 
respectively. The radius of the source and load loop is set as 28 mm, 2/3 of the size of the 
resonators [50]. Then, this wire CSCMR system is converted to a planar one.  The planar 
CSCMR has all the same design parameters as the wire one except for the trace width. 
Since (5.1) is an approximate relation simulations with ANSYS HFSS are performed for 
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different trace-widths, w, to find the optimal value of w that provides maximum 
efficiency at 100 MHz. Figure 5.3 illustrates the simulated wireless power transfer 
efficiency of the planar CSCMR system for different equivalent trace-widths. These 
results show that when the trace-width is 4 times the cross-sectional radius of the wire, 
the operating frequency is higher than 100 MHz; however, as the trace-width decreases, 
the operating frequency decreases as well. When the trace-width is 3.2 times the cross-
sectional radius of the wire, the center frequency of the planar system is 100 MHz, which 
is the desired operating frequency. Using this optimal trace-width, the size of the main 
resonator can be determined by eq. (2.3).  
 
Figure 5.3.  Simulated efficiency results of different trace-width. 
To develop our broadband CSCMR design (using w = 3.2rc), a similar process to 
the one presented in [50] is followed to find the optimal ratios of r2/r1, r3/r2, and d/r3 
(where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver of the CSMCR system). 
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The steps of this process are as follows and all the data are simulated using ANSYS 
HFSS: 
(a) Figure 5.4 plots the simulation comparison of broadband CSCMR efficiency for 
different r2/r1 ratios. It can be observed that when r2/r1 = 1.4 the performance of 
the broadband CSCMR is optimal in terms of power transfer efficiency and 
flatness of the efficiency plot. Therefore, it can be concluded that the optimal ratio 
of r2/r1 is 1.4. 
 
Figure 5.4.  Simulated efficiency results of different r2/r1 ratio. 
(b) The simulated results illustrated in Figure 5.5 show the performance of the 
broadband CSCMR for different values of r3. Specifically, when the ratio of r3/r2 
is 2.3 and 2.7, both systems have large drops in their efficiency and when r3/r2 
ratio is equal to 2.5 the system has the best performance. 
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Figure 5.5.  Simulated efficiency results of different r3/r2 ratio. 
(c) Figure 5.6 shows that the bandwidth and efficiency of our system are optimal 
when the operating distance is equal to the radius of the outer resonator. 
 
Figure 5.6.  Simulated efficiency results of different d/r3 ratio. 
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In summary, our broadband planar CSCMR systems on 1.6-mm thick FR4 board can 
be designed as follows: the equivalent trace-width w is 3.2 times the radius of the copper 
wire; r2 is determined by the operating frequency and trace-width from eq. (2.3); r1 = 
r2/1.4; r3 = 2.5r2; the optimal distance, d = r3; the capacitor value for r2 is determined by 
eq. (2.5) and the capacitor value for r3 is optimized by simulation. Based on these criteria, 
a broadband planar CSCMR system whose operating frequency is 120 MHz has the 
following specifications: r1 = 25 mm; r2 = 35 mm; r3 = 87.5 mm; w = 4.8 mm; C1 = 12 pf; 
C2 = 2.7 pf and d = 87.5 mm. 
However, designs generated following this method are often large, especially when 
operating at low frequencies. For example, in our system that operates at 120 MHz, the 
diameter for the outermost loop is 175 mm, which is large for practical applications 
(including wearable or embedded sensors). Therefore, miniaturization of our broadband 
planar CSCMR systems is needed. 
 
Figure 5.7.  Q-factors of the two resonators. 
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Therefore, in what follows we design a new miniaturized broadband CSCMR system 
based on the same optimal structure ratios identified above: r1 = 14 mm; r2 = 20 mm; r3 = 
50 mm; w = 4.8 mm and d = 50 mm. The Q-factors for both resonator loops are presented 
in Figure 5.7. Observing from the plot, the maximum Q-factor for r2 is around 220 MHz, 
and for r3 is around 100 MHz. Given the fact that these two resonators are both 
contributing to the broadband performance, the operating frequency should take both 
resonators’ Q-factor into consideration. For this specific case, we determine it is 
acceptable when both Q-factors are above 400 for our system, which is 100 MHz to 180 
MHz.  
 
Figure 5.8.  Simulated efficiency for different capacitors. 
Next, the capacitor values for the resonators are changed, while the other parameters 
of the system stay the same. It is seen that the maximum efficiency of all four plots are 
above 80% while providing large bandwidth. Table 5.1 further illustrates this plot by 
listing the capacitor values and the resulting bandwidth. It can be concluded that a 
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broadband planar CSCMR system can be used for a long range of frequencies, which is 
determined by the Q-factors of both resonators. As the operating frequency gets higher, 
the fractional bandwidth slightly decreases, which is in accordance with the Q-factor plot. 
The interaction between the two resonators and the acceptable operating frequency range 
is very important to the design of broadband planar CSCMR, and it will be studied in 
future research. It is worth noting that at 210 MHz, the system becomes extremely 
sensitive to capacitor value changes. A difference in capacitor value as little as 0.5 pF 
will largely compromise the broadband performance, hence it is not recommended to 
tune the system to operate at a frequency that is beyond the acceptable Q-factor range. 
 Table 5.1.  Bandwidth Range with Different Capacitors 
C1 (pF) C2 (pF) Center Frequency 
(MHz) 
-3 dB Bandwidth 
(MHz) 
Fractional 
Bandwidth 
40 10 100 92.55~111.74 (19.19) 19.2% 
25 6 130 118.23~141.49 (23.26) 17.9% 
21.5 5 140 128.55~153.55 (25) 17.9% 
17.5 4 155 142.66~169.4 (26.74) 17.3% 
14 3 175 161.82~191.44 (29.62) 17% 
10.2 2 210 191.92~225.69 (33.77) 16.2% 
 
Based on the discussion above, the finalized broadband planar CSCMR design 
parameters are as follows: r1 = 14 mm; r2 = 20 mm; r3 = 50 mm; w = 4.8 mm; d = 50 mm; 
C1 = 31 pf; C2 = 7.6 pf and the center operating frequency is 117 MHz. The simulated and 
measured efficiency for this system are shown in Figure 5.9. The agreement between the 
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simulations and measurements is very good and the slight difference in both bandwidth 
and efficiency is due to the capacitor loss that it is not taken into account in our 
simulations. In the following sections, this broadband planar CSCMR design will be used 
to combine wireless power transfer and high-data rate communication. 
 
Figure 5.9.  Simulated and measured efficiency results of the broadband planar CSCMR 
system. 
5.2 System Description 
In this section, power transfer and high data-rate communication are combined 
through the same wireless link. Figure 5.10 illustrates a system with a power transmitter 
that wirelessly sends power to a sensor, which in turn sends its data back to the 
transmitter through the same wireless link. It is expected that this type of system will 
enable new battery-free wireless sensors for various applications such as, implantable and 
wearable devices as well as structural health monitoring. In what follows the system is 
explained.  
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Figure 5.10.  Block diagram of the system description. 
5.2.1 Backscattering modulation 
 
Figure 5.11.  Lossless terminated transmission line. 
Consider the case of an RF wave being transmitted on a lossless transmission line 
with a characteristic impedance of Z0, terminated with a load impedance ZL, as seen in 
Figure 5.11. According to transmission line theory, if ZL is not matched with Z0, a portion 
of the power destined for the load will be reflected back to the source. The amount of 
reflection depends on the reflection coefficient, defined as:  
                                                       (5.2) 
This fact can be exploited to achieve data communication. By varying the load 
impedance between two states, a backscattering system is able to harness the received 
wave and reflect it back in a modulated state. To elaborate, consider an extreme case 
where the load is switching between open and short circuit state. When the load is open, 
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ZL is infinite, the reflection coefficient is 1, which means the source wave will be 
reflected back entirely in its positive polarity; when the load is short, ZL is 0, the 
reflection coefficient is -1, which means the source wave will be reflected back entirely 
in its negative polarity. By switching between these two states, the source wave will be 
modulated by the load impedance and this is how the data is transmitted. 
In our implementation, switching between two impedance states is accomplished by 
using a MOSFET. As shown in Figure 5.12, the data stream in the form of voltage signals 
is connected to the gate of the MOSFET as the control signal while the drain is connected 
to the SCMR RX element and source is connected to the ground. The load impedance 
will depend upon the state of the transistor. When the transistor conducts, ZL will be 
small; when the transistor is off, ZL will be large. 
 
Figure 5.12.  Simulation schematic of the backscattering modulation. 
5.2.2 Data rate 
The Shannon-Hartley theorem illustrates the maximum rate at which information can 
be transmitted over a communication channel of a specified bandwidth in the presence of 
noise, whose formula is as follows: 
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where C is the channel capacity of the wireless link, B is the bandwidth of the channel, 
S/N is the power ratio of the communication signal to the noise and interference at the 
receiver. It demonstrates the theoretical upper bound of a communication link. Therefore, 
the channel capacity can be increased by either: increasing the bandwidth or by 
increasing the SNR. Assuming SNR is kept the same, a wireless link that has larger 
bandwidth is bound to have larger channel capacity than a narrowband system. This is 
why broadband planar CSCMR system is essential because it can be utilized in 
applications where high data rate communication is required.  
In [77], it was mentioned that different data rate is required for different medical 
applications. The highest target data rate application is for video/medical imaging, which 
is 10 Mbps. This paper aims to develop a system that can simultaneously transmit power 
and communicate with high data rates; therefore, a data rate of 10 Mbps is used as an 
example specification. However, our proposed broadband planar CSCMR system is 
capable of supporting significantly higher data rate communication due to its large 
bandwidth, which is an advantage for future applications. Since the load impedance in 
our system changes between two states, only binary data can be transmitted. Therefore, if 
our system is able to transfer a data signal at 5 MHz frequency, the data rate would 
subsequently be 10 Mbps. 
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Table 5.2.  Data Rate Required for Different Applications [77] 
Application Target data-rate 
Deep brain stimulation 1 Mbps 
Hearing aid 200 kbps 
Capsule endoscope 1 Mbps 
Drug dosage <1 kbps 
ECG 72 kbps (500 Hz sample, 12-bit ADC, 12 
channels) 
EEG 86.4 kbps (300 Hz sample, 12-bit ADC, 24 
channels) 
EMG 1.536 Mbps (8 kHz sample, 16-bit ADC, 
12 channels) 
O2/CO2/BP/respiration/glucose 
monitoring, accelerometer 
<10 kbps 
Audio 1 Mbps 
Video/medical imaging <10 Mbps 
5.2.3 Power transmitter/data receiver 
The schematic of the power transmitter (which is also the data receiver) circuit is 
shown in Figure 5.13. The CARRIER port is connected to 117 MHz RF power source; 
the TX port is connected to our broadband planar CSCMR TX element and the 
ENVELOPE port is connected to an oscillator for receiving data send through 
backscattering modulation. The backscattered modulated signal goes through an envelope 
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detector, which consists of a Schottky diode, capacitors and a resistor. The values of the 
RC circuit components in this envelope detector are determined by the carrier frequency 
and message bandwidth to satisfy the following relations: 
 
  
    
 
 
                                                       (5.4) 
where fc is the carrier frequency and W is the message bandwidth; in our case, 117 MHz 
and 5 MHz, respectively. Based on (9), we chose R = 470 Ω and C = 100 pf. The 
additional capacitor C2 is used as a coupling capacitor, which blocks DC signals. 
 
Figure 5.13.  Schematic of the power transmitter/data receiver. 
5.2.4 Power Receiver/data transmitter 
The schematic of the power receiver (which is also the data transmitter) is shown in 
Figure 5.14. A square wave signal at the DATA port, simulating the data sent by the 
sensor, oscillates at 5 MHz and it is connected to the gate of a MOSFET, which forms the 
backscattering modulator. The RX port is connected to the RX element of the broadband 
planar CSCMR system to a bridge rectifier followed by a 1 µF smoothing capacitor. 
HSMS 2825 Schottky diodes were used in the bridge rectifier for their high frequency 
response and low drop out voltage. The produced DC power is used to power the sensor 
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in practical applications. In our proof-of-concept prototype resistors will be used to 
represent the power drawn by sensor. This enables us to measure exactly the power 
conversion efficiency for different resistive loads.  
 
Figure 5.14.  Schematic of the power receiver/data transmitter. 
5.3 Simulation and Measurement and Results 
In this section, simulation and measurement validations of the system will be 
discussed. ANSYS HFSS was used to simulate the broadband planar CSCMR system and 
the equivalent two-port network was exported in a file using S-parameter representation. 
Then, this two-port network was imported into Keysight Advanced Design System 
(ADS) to simulate the entire system including the power transmitter/data receiver and 
power receiver/data transmitter. The simulation schematic for the entire circuit is shown 
in Figure 5.15. In Figure 5.16, the measurement setup of the prototyped system is 
illustrated. 
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Figure 5.15.  Simulation schematic of the system. 
 
Figure 5.16.  Measurement setup. 
5.3.1 Comparison between standard and broadband SCMR 
Figure 5.17 compares our broadband CSCMR system to a standard CSCMR system. 
It can be clearly seen that the broadband CSCMR system provides significantly larger 
bandwidth compared to the standard CSCMR system. Specifically, the 3 dB bandwidth 
for the broadband and standard CSCMR system is 22.26 MHz and 3.28 MHz, 
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respectively. Therefore, our broadband CSCMR system exhibits approximately 7 times 
larger bandwidth than standard CSCMR system, while also maintaining approximately 
10% higher power efficiency. 
 
Figure 5.17.  Simulated efficiency results for broadband and standard CSCMR systems. 
Due to its larger bandwidth, broadband planar CSCMR system can transfer data at a 
much higher rate. Figure 5.18 compares the data transfer ability standard and broadband 
CSCMR systems. The data frequency for both systems is 5 MHz. All the other 
parameters of the two systems are the same. It can be seen that the broadband CSCMR 
system exhibits received data with clearly discernible bits before and after the 
demodulator; however, the standard (i.e., narrowband) CSCMR system exhibits received 
data with no discernible bits.  
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                                    (a)                                                                    (b) 
 
                                   (c)                                                                        (d) 
Figure 5.18.  Simulated received data before and after envelope detector comparison 
between: (a) and (c) broadband CSCMR system, and (b) and (d) standard CSCMR 
systems. 
5.3.2 Power efficiency 
Our proposed system simultaneously achieves high power transfer efficiency and 
high data rate communication. High power transfer efficiency is accomplished by our 
highly efficient CSCMR elements and our bridge rectifier. Figure 5.19 shows the power 
conversion efficiency as the load resistance varies. The power input is directly connected 
to the CSCMR transmitter for accurate efficiency calculation. Our signal generator 
generates 25 dbm power, which is 316 mW, but because of the cable loss, the actual 
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measured power that reaches our SCMR system is 290 mW. The efficiencies that are 
shown in Figure 5.19 include both the wireless power transfer loss and rectifier loss. 
Figure 5.19 shows that the efficiency without the data peaks at approximately 45% for 
load resistance values between 220 Ω to 830 Ω. Considering that the efficiency of our 
CSCMR elements is around 80%, the efficiency of our rectifier is approximately 56%. 
Also, Figure 5.19 illustrates that the power efficiency decreases when the data input is 
connected. However, when the load resistances are between 220 Ω - 1480 Ω, the 
efficiencies are still above 30%. Given the fact that data is being transferred through the 
same link, 30% harvested DC power is satisfactory.  
 
Figure 5.19.  Measured RF-to-DC power conversion efficiency. 
5.3.3 Data communication 
As previously mentioned, for our prototype, a square wave at 5 MHz frequency is 
used to simulate the data from a sensor. Specifically, the square wave has 1 V peak-to-
peak voltage with 500 mV offset, which makes the minimum voltage at 0 V and 
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maximum voltage at 1 V. The high voltage represents logic 1 and low voltage represents 
logic 0. When the voltage is high, the MOSFET conducts, the load impedance is small; 
and when the voltage is low, the MOSFET is off, the load impedance is large. If the 
modulated signal is visible at the power transmitter, this means that the data transfer is 
successful.  
Figure 5.20 shows the transmitted and received data signal at the power transmitter 
side. It can be seen that the received data are clearly discernible with different bits and 
they are in sync with the transmitted data. Furthermore, it reads from the plot that 
1/ΔX = 10 MHz, which is equivalent to 10 Mbps data rate. This plot shows that through 
backscattering modulation, 10 Mbps data signal can be successfully transmitted while the 
system is providing DC power to the load efficiently.  
 
Figure 5.20.  Input data (yellow plot) and received data (green plot) comparison. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions  
This dissertation presented novel structures of strongly coupled magnetic resonant 
systems for wireless power transfer applications. New misalignment insensitive SCMR 
systems were developed here for the first time. Also, a broadband planar CSCMR system 
is used to transfer power and data through the same wireless link using backscattering 
modulation. 
The first misalignment insensitive SCMR system was presented in Chapter 3. 
This novel 3-D structure utilized two orthogonally connected continuous copper loops for 
both the source/load elements and resonators. Therefore, both the transmitter and receiver 
were 3-D structures. By configuring the element parameters according to the design 
process, this system exhibited misalignment insensitivity throughout 360° of angular 
misalignment. A disadvantage of this system is the fact that it uses 3-D structures for both 
the transmitter and receiver, which will not be practical in some cases. Also, such 3D 
structures occupy large volume.  
Another misalignment insensitive SCMR system was presented in Chapter 4. This 
system used a novel cylindrical design. Furthermore, this system requires only the 
transmitter or the receiver to have a 3-D structure, while the other one can be a planar 
structure. This is an important advantage over our first misalignment insensitive system 
in this second system can use a planar receiver that can be easily incorporated in many 
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applications such as mobile devices, implantable sensors and embedded sensors for 
structural health monitoring.  
A broadband planar CSCMR system was presented in Chapter 5. This system is 
integrated with a backscattering modulation system so that it transmits both power and 
data wirelessly. In fact, 10 Mbps data rate transmission was achieved along with a 
simultaneous wireless power transfer (with 30% efficiency, which includes the RF-DC 
loss). 
The novel systems presented in this dissertation are expected to enable the 
development of new technologies for communication and sensing, such as wearable and 
implantable devices and sensors for structural health monitoring. 
6.2 Future Work  
The SCMR systems presented here exhibit insensitivity to only azimuth angular 
misalignment. New geometries can be explored in the future to achieve misalignment 
insensitive WPT systems for both azimuth and elevation misalignment.  
For our SCMR systems that combine power and data transmission, different 
modulation methods besides backscattering modulation can be studied in the future. Also, 
in our current systems, the MOSFET is turned on and off; therefore, only two stages of 
impedance can be transmitted (0 and 1). If an N-stage voltage controlled switch, which 
connects to N different impedance values, is used in the future, then N-level amplitude 
modulation can be achieved. With such a switch, even higher data rates can be achieved. 
Moreover, frequency modulation instead of amplitude modulation can be 
explored. Since load modulation changes the impedance of the load, the transmitted 
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power is being affected by varying the reflection coefficient. If frequency modulation can 
be implemented, load impedance can always be matched to 50Ω, which will maximize 
the delivered power. 
Finally, the trade-off between range and size of the SCMR systems should be 
studied and optimized in the future. Miniaturizing the size of SCMR systems leads to 
lower range. Therefore, new miniaturized systems are needed that can still provide high 
efficiency and long range. 
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